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Editor’s note

And it’s a wrap for year 2018. The year 2018 has been a vital 
year for information security. This year was full of incidents 
and patches. So many security vulnerabilities were identified, 
spectre and meltdown being the major ones. The Facebook 
breach and GDPR were the centre of attraction this year. 
GDPR warned the organisations about privacy of users which 
can be considered as a huge and revolutionary step towards 
information security. The balloon of AI and ML is still flying 
high and expected to bring the major changes in coming year. 
Whatever happens in the infosec domain, we’ll try to cover as 
much as we can and try to bring the best content to you. 

The 7th edition, covers the incidents that have happened lately 
along with the experts’s views. I’m grateful to Kamal Kishore 
for taking out his precious time to share his thought and views. 
You can read his interview in the column ‘Talking with the 
experts’. Apart from that the InSe Stories and articles are there 
to increase your knowledge. I hope you all will love this edition 
like the previous ones. Don’t forget to share the feedback. 

Find us at insejournal.co.in and insejournal@gmail.com 

Happy Reading! 

Cheers, 
Ashish Chhatani
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APIs are everywhere. Everyday there are millions of calls to API are made 
to get the job done. APIs are quick, responsive and effective to serve the 
requests. 
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What is api?

API is nothing but an intermediator 
between you and the application system 
which conveys the system about your 
needs and gets what you want from an 
application in return. 

Consider a hotel reservation application, 
in which the user wants to reserve the 
hotel for specific time period with some 
more speci f ic requirements e .g , 
Location, food preferences, price. The 
user will submit the mandatory details to 
the application and then the API comes 
into the picture. API will submit your 
needs and invoke the database to fulfil 
your request made. Database will 
provide the results which meets your 
request criteria to the API and API will 
get back with those results. So, API is 
nothing but an intermediator to ease 
your tasks. In today’s time, the 
application consists of thousands of 
APIs. Each API is set to serve specific 
needs of a user. 

Now as there’s a hype of APIs in the 
application, security comes into the 
picture to validate certain things like, 
a u t h e n t i c a t i o n , a u t h o r i s a t i o n , 
confidentiality of user data and many 
more. 
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API Security- Before and Now

In the early days, the API security consisted of one step of authentication asking 
the username-password and boom. Request gets forwarded and served back to the 
user. That’s how used to be. Though authentication was in place, still a high amount 
of security risk was there.

Later-on, the authentication was strengthened by introducing Open Authentication 
(OAUTH). It’s a token authorisation system. The good thing about OAuth is that it 
doesn’t allow the API client to access user data. Asking for user credentials or any 
data on the public API is never a good idea. So, there’s always one thing to keep in 
mind is: User data confidentiality and privacy. Nowadays OAuth 2.0 has taken over 
which said to be more reliable and secure than OAuth 1.0 

Multi factor authentication is ain’t a bad option though. In fact, it is as popular as 
OAuth 2.0 

SOAP, REST SWAGGER are the mostly used and popular APIs which have taken 
the API usage by storm. 

For REST APIs, there are only a few security models that are considered to be 
standard, i.e. well-defined by industry specifications. 

Standard Security model available currently: 

Username/Password (basic authentication) 

- X.509 certifications (single-sided or mutual 

- Kerberos/NTLM 

- OAuth 

- Custom API keys 
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Common Flaws in API

1. Use of vulnerable TPLs: 

Third party library are the most common 
targets for attackers. E.g. jstl1.2 jar is a library 
which consists the high severity risks like 
arbitrary code execution and XXE. Developers 
don’t pay much attention to these risks and go 
ahead using the TPL to get the job done. 
That’s why it is important to pay attention 
while using third party libraries. Developers 
need to make sure that the version which they 
are going to use doesn’t have any high severity 
security risks. Also it is mandatory to use the 
most stable or latest version of TPLs. 

2. DDoS: 

If the APIs are not designed properly then 
there’s always a threat of DDoS. It is noted 
that the developers often forget to put up a 
rate limit to the APIs. Though each API 
behaves differently, still it is recommended to 
set the rate limit to block malicious requests. 

3. CORS misconfiguration: 

CORS stands for accessing resources of other 
origin but it is not good to allow access all 
origins. It is mandatory to rectify the origins 
from which the content should be allowed to 
access rather than allowing to all and increase 
the risk of subdomain take over and CSRF. 
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4. Broken authentication and access: 

Authentication means asking the user to identify him/herself for accessing the 
contents of an application. While authorisation specifies the region for which 
the user is granted access. For APIs, both the things are equally important. 
Asking user to provide username and password for authentication is not 
sufficient as passwords can be guessable or can be brute forced. Even the 
change of password may affect the associated services. That’s where multi 
factor authentication or OAuth is good option to opt for as suggested above. 

5. Lack of input validation: 

Validation needs to be in place for any kind of data supplied to the application. Be 
it- content type, length, encoding format etc. Lack of validation can lead to critical 
risks i.e. SQL Injection, RCE. Understand what’s being supplied into the 
application, How it's processed and what’s getting in response. 

Ideally, the API flaws can be divided into two types- Pre-login attacks and Post-
login attacks. Pre-login attacks include credentials stuffing, fuzzing, cookie and 
token steal. While post-login attack comprises of exploiting CORS, DDoS, Data-
application attacks. 

Best Practices to secure API

- Use of best encryption standards for data confidentiality 

- Use of Quotas and throttling to avoid DDoS 

- Input validation in place throughout 

- Proper authentication - authorisation techniques 

- Effective auditing and logging 

- Proper configuration of CORS. If not needed resource from different origins then 



- Prefer HTTPS over HTTP especially for transferring sensitive data 

- Selecting APIs suitable to application architecture 

- Eliminate unnecessary http methods from the header 

- Security First approach 

- Use of safe and updated third party libraries 

- Effective error handling mechanisms 

- Proper management of API endpoints 

- Use of API gateway 

API gateway is nothing but a server that is the single entry point into 
the system. It encapsulates the internal system architecture and 
provides an API that is tailored to each client. It might have other 
responsibilities such as authentication, monitoring, load balancing, 
caching, request shaping and management, and static response 
handling. 
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API testing tools

- SOAP UI 

- ASTRA 

- Katalon Studio 

- POSTMAN 

- Tricentis Tosca 

- Rest-assured 

- Assertible 

- Karate 

- Apigee 

About the writer

Ashish is an Application security engineer and founder 
of The InSe Journal. He is a technical writer and 
security enthusiast who loves to penetrate web and 
mobile applications.
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Darknet- The scariest 
side of internet
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There are N number of reasons for writing this article. But, the major reason I 
would consider is to alert us, all of us about the possible dangers and trouble 
we could encounter and how one can become a victim of cybercrime. Few 
instances like: 

Theft of money while online transaction is being made. To keep us in the blind, 
all the SMSs’ delivered from the Bank will be blocked. 

Sale of personal information like Aadhaar card, passport, passwords, call logs 
from phones and Photos, etc. So, be safe, secure and protected!!!

What is darknet?

Hmm…. Darknet…. What is Darknet? Well Darknet is a common man’s name 
given to describe the portions of the Internet which are steadfastly not open to 
public view. 

The term indigenously delineated the computers on ARPANET1 (The 
Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) was an early packet-
switching network and the first network to implement the protocol suite TCP/
IP. Both technologies became the technical foundation of the Internet.) were 
hidden, which were programmed to receive messages but not respond or 
concede anything, thus remaining indiscernible i.e. in the ill-lit. Dark web is 
also used as a synonym for Darknet. 

The inception of Darknet was around the 1970s which was used to depute the 
networks isolated from the ARPANET (mainly the government established 
military or academical network which involved the use of internet yet had to be 
kept confidential) for security motive. The Darknet addresses did not appear in 
the network lists and would not answer any pings or other inquiries. The 
terminology gained momentum amongst people in mainstream by 2002 post 
the publication of the paper named “The Darknet and The Future of Content 
Distribution”. But, in the recent past the Darknet is known for all the illegal 
activities awning the basic reason that it was indeed created for security 
reasons.
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Uses

Darknets in general may be used for various reasons, such as:
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• Computer crime (cracking, file corruption, etc.) 

• Protecting a protester from political counterattack. 

• To better protect the privacy rights of citizens from targeted and 
mass surveillance. 

• Purchase or Sale of illicit or restricted goods and services. 

• Whistleblowing and leaking crucial news. 

• Circumventing network censorship and content-filtering systems. 
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Software requirements

Darknets require network configurations or peculiar software installed to access 
them. One such known and important software is Tor. This can be entered via a 
customised browser from Vidalia (aka the Tor browser bundle), or alternatively 
even via a proxy configured to accomplish the selfsame function.

Few examples

Syndie: a software used to promulgate distributed forums over the anonymous 
networks of Tor, I2P and Freenet. 

Tor (The onion router):  an anonymity network that also hallmarks a 
darknet – its "hidden services". It is the most sought-after exemplar of a darknet 

Tribler: can be hasten as a darknet for file - sharing. 

anoNet:  a decentralized friend-to-friend network using VPNs and software 
BGP routers. 

Interesting piece of information

Telegram,  an instant messenger app, belongs to Darknet. The reason being 
the anonymity that it accommodates encrypted channels for serving the purpose 
of recruiting various organisations, sale of prohibited substances, and 
coordinating anti-government actions. It is even banned in few places across 
different countries.
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About the writer

Supraja Ramakrishnan and Shrijith Jaya Puthran, 
both are currently working in Sony India Software 
Centre as security consultant. The talented writer duo 
have great zeal and passion for the InfoSec domain 
and always thrives to contribute for the same. 
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An over view idea of the anoNet2 is used:
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Buffer overflow
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A buffer overflow takes place when more 
data is put into a fixed-length buffer than the 
buffer  can  handle.  The  extra  information, 
which  has  to  go  somewhere,  can  overflow 
into  adjacent  memory  space,  corrupting  or 
overwriting the data held in that space.
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Practical demonstration of Buffer 
Overflow

Tools Required: 

• Windows Machine(Debugging Machine)

• Kali Machine(Attacking Machine)

• Immunity Debugger(Debugging tool)

• Brain Pan VM (http://vulnhub.com/entry/
brainpan_1,51/)

Setting up Immunity Debugger:

I’ll  use  Windows Media  Player  as  an  example  program to  introduce  Immunity 
Debugger. If you want to follow along, open Windows Media Player and Immunity 
Debugger. In Immunity, click File –> Attach and select the name of the application/
process (in my example, wmplayer). Note: you can also launch WMP directly from 
Immunity by clicking File –> Open and selecting the executable.

http://vulnhub.com/entry/brainpan_1,51/
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When application is loaded, immunity debugger opens default window, CPU view. 
As it can be seen on the picture, CPU screen is divided in four parts: CPU 
Instructions(1), Registers(2), Dump(3), Stack(4).



As you can see, the CPU window is broken up into four panes depicting the 
following information:

• The CPU Instructions – displays the memory address, opcode and assembly 
instructions, additional comments, function names and other information related to 
the CPU instructions

• The Registers – displays the contents of the general purpose registers, instruction 
pointer, and flags associated with the current state of the application.

• The Stack – shows the contents of the current stack

• The Memory Dump – shows the contents of the application’s memory

Assembly Code Background

Assembly language is considered a low level language that is a human readable 
version of a computer’s architecture instruction set.

Normally code is written in a higher level programming language (C/C++) then it 
is compiled into machine code, which is just hex bytes that the CPU executes. These 
hex bytes can be represented by assembly code. When we start to look at Brainpan 
in Immunity debugger we will  see both the assembly instructions and raw hex 
values.

When you hear “shellcode” these are raw machine instructions that are executed 
directly by the CPU without having to go through this compilation process. With 
this exploit example we will be demonstrating a stack-based buffer overflow. This 
allows us to take advantage of CPU registers to exploit the vulnerability. Registers 
are small amounts of memory available as part of the CPU.

Below is a quick overview of some common CPU registers:
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Instruction Pointer: “Program Counter” EIP – Register that contains the memory address of the 
next instruction to be executed by the program. EIP tells the CPU what to do next.

Stack Pointer: ESP: Register pointing to the top of the stack at any time

Base Pointer: EBP: Stays consistent throughout a function so that it can be used as a placeholder 
to keep track of local variables and parameters.

EAX: “accumulator” normally used for arithmetic operations

EBX: Base Register

ECX: “counter” normally used to hold a loop index

EDX: Data Register

ESI/EDI: Used by memory transfer instructions

ESP: Points to last item on the stack

Attacking brainpan

First things first, I fire off our 'netdiscover' tool to determine the IP address of the 
brainpan VM:
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We can see  our  brainpan IP has  the  IP address  of  192.168.32.141.  We can now 
launch nmap at this host to determine what ports are currently open and their 
services. We do that with the following command:
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Naturally, I want to check out the service running on port 9999 so we'll do that now 
with our trusty netcat utility:

As we have already pre-determined from the nmap output, this is indeed a custom 
service which means we may be able to exploit it later. For now, let’s go do some 
investigation on the webserver...

Browsing to port http://192.168.32.141:10000/ really doesn't give us too much 
information, so we decide to fire up DirBuster to see if it can dig up some hidden 
files or directories for us to play with:

Aha! We have a /bin/ directory. After browsing to this directory we quickly notice 
the 'brainpan.exe' file. The next step is to download this file to our local machine 
and analyse what is going on. We will post some command output below and 
discuss what's going on:
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We can see that this is a legitimate Win32 application (running on Linux via WINE). 
We can also see some of the popular C programming functions being used.

Naturally, we move this file over to a Windows XP SP3 machine to do some further 
testing with Immunity Debugger.  What do we know so far? We know this is  a 
service  that  runs  on port  9999,  it's  a  win32  executable  file,  and it's  most  likely 
vulnerable  to  a  buffer  overflow  due  to  the  use  of  the  'strcpy'  C  programming 
function.

Let's go ahead and start writing a simple fuzzer for this program to see if we can 
get it to crash. The following python script will connect to the service and send 1000 
"A"s to the service:
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Once the program is attached, hit the play button or press F9 to continue normal 
execution of the program. Now we are ready to launch our exploit:

As  expected,  we  see  nothing  on  our  attacking  box...  however,  let's  see  what 
happened in Immunity Debugger on our WinXP machine:
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Awesome! We have successfully overwritten the instruction pointer(EIP) with "A"s 
(0x41). For the newbies out there following along, this is an ideal situation as we can 
now control execution of this application from this point forward (assuming we can 
have suitable space for our shellcode and can reliably call it ;]).

Our next step is to determine exactly how many bytes we can fill into this buffer 
before EIP is overwritten, that way we can put whatever value we want into EIP. For 
this, we use following link to generate cyclic pattern.

https://projects.jason-rush.com/tools/buffer-overflow-eip-offset-string-generator/

We will take this pattern and replace the 1000 "A"s in our exploit with this entire 
pattern, so our exploit now looks like:
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Going  back  to  our  WinXP  test  machine,  we  close  Immunity  Debugger  and 
brainpan.exe  and  repeat  the  process  of  attaching  brainpan.exe  to  Immunity 
Debugger once again so we can launch this exploit against it yet again. Once this has 
been completed and we re-launch our updated exploit  we will  get  the following 
from our registers in Immunity Debugger:

Now we copy the value that has overwritten EIP (35724134) and go back to our 
attacking machine and load it into EIP value, like so:

We know that it only takes 524 bytes to overwrite EIP with any value we want. Lets 
go ahead and edit our exploit to test this offset value and to determine if we have 
enough room for shellcode:
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What this code will do is send 524 A's(x41), 4 B's(x42) and remaining C's(x43). We 
do this to determine if we are overwriting EIP with the B's and to see if we have 
room for our shellcode with the 1000 C's.  Let's  see what happens in Immunity 
Debugger after we run our exploit again:

We can see that EIP is now successfully overwritten by Bs and ESP now contains 
our Cs(where our shellcode will be later).
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Since ESP points directly at our shellcode, we can search for a jmp/call esp within 
the binary's assembler. The reason we do this is so that we replace the B's with the 
address of jmp/call esp so that the instruction pointer will execute the jmp/call 
esp instruction. This will then direct the execution flow to our shellcode which 
resides  in  ESP.  If  you  don't  understand  this,  please  refer  to  the  link  at  the 
beginning of this write-up.

So lets go looking for our jmp/call esp within the binary file:

For That,  go to immumity debugger,  press “e” to see the executive files in the 
machine.select the vulnerable application.

Search for “jmp esp” instruction in the brainpan.exe file and note it down.
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This jmp esp will definitely suffice for our exploit needs. All that is left is to generate 
our shellcode and then update our exploit with the necessary information. Let's 
generate our reverse shell shellcode now with msfpayload and msfencode

Now we will fix our exploit so that it looks like so:

[junk-----524 bytes]+[EIP - jmp esp]+ nops +[shellcode] +[rest junk]

We will now run our exploit against our test machine to see if we get a reverse shell 
on our  attacking machine.  Don't  forget  to  run 'nc  -lvvp 443'  on your  attacking 
machine before running the exploit:
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Awesome! We have a reverse shell on our WinXP test machine! Now we need to 
generate a new shellcode for linux and run it against the brainpan machine. I will 
leave it to the reader as an exercise on how to figure that part out for themselves, 
however  here  is  the  output  from my new exploit  after  doing everything I  just 
mentioned above:
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Now we have a reverse shell on the brainpan VM. This is only the tip of the iceberg 
as we now have to elevate privileges. Typically what I would do on a pen test is 
check to see what kernel is running and if the machine is x86 or x86_64. We can see 
that this is a fully updated and current kernel:

About the writer

Sameera G P, an OSCP certified security analyst is 
working in Paladion networks currently. He’s 
exceptional pentester and explainer. He loves to share 
knowledge about what’s happening in the security 
domain. 
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Talking with the expert 
 Kamal Kishore seepana
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Kamal Kishore Seepana, currently working as Manager- Information Security in 
Sony India Software centre  comes with 10+ years of rich experience. He has 
excelled himself in various fields of InfoSec ranging from Governance, IT/IS Risk 
Management, Compliance, ISMS Implementation, ITGC audits, DLP 
implementation, Vulnerability assessment, Penetration Testing, System architecture 
design and review. It  is great to have him sharing his thoughts and ideas with us. 
Here’s the interview of Mr. Kamal Kishore Seepana.
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1. Please tell our readers a little bit about yourself. 

Over a decade experience in information security, ranging from IT 
GRC, Vulnerability Management, security operations and Risk 
Management. Assisted in implementing and auditing of 
Information security controls for major clients in sectors like 
Banking, Finance, Manufacturing, Telecom, KPO and Pharmacy.  

2. Any specific reason to opt for Information security 
domain? 

I used to show more interest on subjects like computer networks, 
Operating system and Cryptography during my graduation but 
realised the existence of cyber security domain only during post-
graduation.  Got industry exposure in InfoSec domain during 
internship and got fascinated by the scope of the domain and 
decided to purse carrier. Also the liking towards Sci-Fi and Cyborg 
stories/movies is one more reason 

3. As we see you’ve worked in service based to leading 
product Based organisations? How’s the experience so far? 
Which One’s better or let me rephrase it which one’s more 
challenging And competitive to work? 
I would prefer to share my experience by representing into two 
roles, revenue generation and cost centre. Revenue generation roles 
needs to focus on maintaining customer relationship, market 
solutions and efficiency in project execution whereas the cost centre 
roles needs to concentrate on building working relationship with 
business teams, alignment to corporate strategy and building trust. 
The other important aspect is Organisation culture which plays 
critical role in the experience. 
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 Kamal Kishore Seepana
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4. We see you’ve got your hands on many areas. From 
governance to Vulnerability Management to architecture 
review to ISMS.What’s your area of interest in InfoSec 
domain? Network part or Web or Cloud or any emerging 
technology? 

Tough question. On a personal note I would definitely love to work 
always on emerging technologies ranging from IoT, Machine 
learning and blockchain but needless to say that I am always excited 
to work in the existing areas like GRC, Security operations, 
Vulnerability Management to ensure operational efficiency. 

5. Share your thoughts on transformation of InfoSec 
domain and Where do you see it in the coming time? 

InfoSec community should play a bigger roles in ensuring 
confidence to the citizens while using new technologies/systems.  

6. Do you feel the information security domain has got the 
Recognition as it should have got? 

Lately yes, CISOs have started reporting to the board and 
attending the board/shareholder meetings. Almost all the industry 
sectors recognise the importance of information security. 
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7. Do you see any challenge that InfoSec domain is facing and 
that needs to be addressed? 

- Alignment of information security strategy in line to business 
strategy 

- Effective communication of risks to the business 
- Justifying of investment to management especially to replace the 

existing security tools stack with the next generation tools 
- Strategical approach in selecting security tools/solution 
- Shortage of skilled resources 

8. Vulnerability that caught your attention for long time 

If it has to be one then I would pick KRACK ("Key Reinstallation 
Attack"). The vulnerability caught my attention because of the wide 
usage of WPA2 and the weakness is identified at Wi-Fi standard 
level. Thankful to the WiFi Alliance on the release of WPA3 which 
addresses these brute force attacks.  

9. What’s more dangerous? No knowledge or less 
knowledge? 

Cyber security domain is vast and we can’t expect an individual to be 
more knowledgeable in multiple technical domains. If the 
organisation has defined security processes and carrier development 
plans neither are dangerous.   
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10. Best thing you find in InfoSec 

An Infosec professional can work in any industry (Retail, 
Manufacturing, healthcare, banking and financial sector) of choice. 

In Conversation with 
 Kamal Kishore Seepana
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11.Which among Wannacry or Meltdown/Spectre, was the 
most unique incident according to you?  

There are many SMB related vulnerabilities and wannacry one among 
those being popular because of the havoc it created whereas Melddown/
Spectre are definitely unique as they have change the focus towards 
hardware vulnerabilities. 
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12.The next big thing in Infosec will be….? 

Upskilling knowledge to support businesses in adoption of IoT, Big 
Data, block chain and Machine Learning 

In Conversation with 
 Kamal Kishore Seepana
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The InSe News 
      Trending news of the month 
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The tech giant Apple’s MacOs was found 
having three critical vulnerabilities. The 
security team of DropBox reported three 
flaws in the MacOs having CVE IDs- 
CVE-2017-13890, CVE-2018-4176, CVE-2
018-4175. an attacker could chain them to 
remotely execute arbitrary code on a targeted 
Mac computer. The attacker only needs to 
trick victims into visiting a specially crafted 
website.

Meltdown-spectre saga is known to 
everyone. The same team has discovered 7 
new flaws affecting the modern day 
processors- Intel, AMD, ARM. The 
researchers have claimed that Transient 
execution attacks leak otherwise inaccessible 
informat ion v ia the CPU’s micro-
architectural state from instructions which 
are never committed. They also evaluated all 
defenses and found that some transient 
execution attacks are not successfully 
mitigated by the rolled out patches and 
others are not mitigated because they have 
been overlooked.

MacOs found affected with 
three critical vulnerabilities

7 new Meltdown-spectre 
kind of flaws found
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The InSe News 
      Trending news of the month 
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Virtualbox, open source virtualisation 
software was found with a critical flaw 
lately. The flaw was identified due to 
memory corruption issues and affects Intel 
PRO/1000 MT Desktop (82540EM) network 
card (E1000) when the network mode is set 
to NAT. According toZelenyuk, vulnerability 
allows an attacker or a malicious program 
with root or admin rights in the guest OS to 
escape and execute arbitrary code in the 
application layer of the host OS, which is 
used for running code from most user 
programs with the least privileges.

Dell, one of the biggest computer 
manufacturer faced a potential security 
breach in early November. The tech giant 
was quick to act on this and reset the 
password for all the customers who have 
registered online sites. An unauthorised 
activity was detected on the network 
attempting to steal customer information, 
including their names, email addresses and 
hashed passwords.

Critical flaw in Virtual box 
identified

Potential security breach 
ringing the bell for DELL
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The security researcher from Trend Micro 
has revealed a zero day attack which affects 
all windows versions. The zero-day 
vulnerability is said to be residing in 
Microsoft Jet Database Engine that could 
allow an attacker to remotely execute 
malicious code on any vulnerable Windows 
computer. JET (Joint Engine Technology), is 
a database engine integrated within several 
Microsoft products, including Microsoft 
Access and Visual Basic.

A Critical flaw was identified in the 
X.Org Server package. Xorg X server is said 
to be popular open-source implementation of 
the X11 system which offers a graphical 
environment to a wider range of hardware 
and OS platforms. The flaw was discovered 
by the Indian researcher Narendra Shinde 
and was assigned CVE ID- 2018-14665. An 
incorrect permission check for -modulepath 
and -logfile options when starting Xorg X 
server allows unprivileged users with the 
ability to log in to the system via physical 
console to escalate their privileges and run 
arbitrary code under root privileges. 

One more zero-day 
identified affecting all 

windows versions

Privilege escalation flaw 
affects Linux distributions
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Instagram, recently launched a new feature- 
Download your data, where users can 
download their own data posted. The new 
feature was found to have a flaw which led 
to revealing many users’ passwords in plain 
text. The plaintext passwords for some users 
who had used the Download Your Data 
feature were included in the URL and also 
stored on Facebook's servers due to a 
security bug that was discovered by the 
Instagram internal team. The issue has been 
resolved now by the Instagram team.

Google’s decision to shut down Google+ 
APIs stems from the two Google+ data 
breaches. Announced in October, the first 
data breach exposed private information of 
hundreds of thousands of users to 
developers. Following the breach, Google 
announced it would shut down Google+ for 
consumers in August 2019. The second data 
breach impacted approximately 52.5 million 
users. The breach potentially exposed their 
public and private information to developers. 
Google expedited its Google+ shutdown to 
April 2019 following the breach. 

That ain’t cool, Instagram!

Google+ shutdown 

https://www.androidauthority.com/google-plus-data-breach-shutdown-911441/
https://www.androidauthority.com/google-plus-data-breach-shutdown-911441/
https://www.androidauthority.com/google-plus-second-vulnerability-933285/
https://www.androidauthority.com/google-plus-second-vulnerability-933285/
https://www.androidauthority.com/google-plus-data-breach-shutdown-911441/
https://www.androidauthority.com/google-plus-data-breach-shutdown-911441/
https://www.androidauthority.com/google-plus-second-vulnerability-933285/
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Trap v2.0 

Trape is a OSINT analysis and research 
tool, which allows people to track and 
execute intelligent social engineering attacks 
in real time. It was created with the aim of 
teaching the world how large Internet 
companies could obtain confidential 
information such as the status of sessions of 
their websites or services and control over 
their users through the browser, without them 
knowing, but It evolves with the aim of 
helping government organisations, companies 
and researchers to track the cybercriminals.

NodeJsScan is a Static Security Code Scanner 
For Node.js Applications. It is available in both-
GUI as well as CLI. The command line interface 
(CLI) allows you to integrate NodeJsScan with 
DevSecOps CI/CD pipelines. The results are in 
JSON format. When you use CLI the results are 
never stored with NodeJsScan backend.

NodeJsScan
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DirHunt

Dirhunt is a web crawler optimize for 
search and analyze directories. This tool can 
find interesting things if the server has the 
"index of" mode enabled. Dirhunt is also 
useful if the directory listing is not enabled. It 
detects directories with false 404 errors, 
directories where an empty index file has 
been created to hide things and much more. 
Dirhunt does not use brute force. But neither 
is it just a crawler. This tool is faster than 
others because it minimizes requests to the 
server. Generally, this tool takes between 5-30 
seconds, depending on the website and the 
server.

NodeXP is an intergrated tool, written in 
Python 2.7, capable of detecting possible 
vulnerabilities on Node.js services as well 
as exploiting them in an automated way, 
based on S(erver)S(ide)J(avascript)I(njection) 
attack.The tool’s purpose is strictly academic 
and was developed in order to conduct my 
master's thesis. It could also be helpful during 
the process of a penetration test on Node.js 
services. Any other malicious or illegal usage 
of the tool is strongly not recommended and 
is clearly not a part of the purpose of this 
research.

NodeXP
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A breach in US Postal service

Uber fined $1.2M for 2016 
breach

A breach came into light for US postal service 
which exposed the data of more than 60 million 
customers to anyone who has an account at the 
USPS.com website. The vulnerability was caused 
due to an authentication weakness in an 
application programming interface (API) for the 
USPS "Informed Visibility" program designed to 
help business customers track mail in real-time. 
The API was programmed to accept any number 
of "wildcard" search parameters, enabling 
anyone logged in to usps.com to query the 
system for account details belonging to any other 
user. The vulnerability is patched now and 
investigation is going on.

Uber was fined for $1.1M for the 2016 
breach by UK and dutch regulators. Uber 
failed to protect the millions of customers’ 
private data which put them violating the 
regulations. According to Dutch DPA, In 
2016 a data breach occurred at the Uber 
concern in the form of unauthorised access to 
personal data of customers and drivers. The 
Uber concern is fined because it did not 
report the data breach to the Dutch DPA and 
the data subjects within 72 hours after the 
discovery of the breach. 
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OSIsoft faced a breach

AccuDoc Data Breach

Software company OSIsoft recently 
confirmed the data breach and published- 
“OSIsoft is experiencing a security incident 
that may affect employees, interns, 
consul tants and contractors . Stolen 
credentials were used to remotely access 
OSIsoft computers. OSIsoft intrusion 
detection systems alerted IT to unauthorized 
activity. Our security service provider has 
recovered direct evidence of credential theft 
activity involving 29 computers and 135 
accounts. We have concluded, however, that 
all OSI domain accounts are affected.

AccuDoc, a hopsital network faced a data 
breach in which 2.6 million health patients’ 
pr iva te da ta was compromised. An 
unauthorised access to the databases which 
stored data related to payments made at 
several company locations, including Blue 
Ridge HealthCare System, Columbus 
Regional Heal th Network, NHRMC 
Physician Group, Scotland Physicians 
Network, and St. Luke’s Physician Network.
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The common question that gets asked in 
business is, ‘why?’ That’s a good question, but 

an equally valid question is, ‘why not?’ 

          Jeff Bezos
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